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BDI Research Program Structure

• WeChat-HKUST Joint Lab on Artificial Intelligence (WHAT Lab) 
– aims at social networking big data mining and machine learning, 

natural language processing and robotics research.

• Big-Data Bio-Intelligence (BDBI) and Machine Learning Lab 
– aimed at the development of advanced machine learning systems and 

promoting applications of machine learning in bio and genetic areas.

• Smart City Transportation Lab
– aimed at using AI and Big Data technologies in smart city applications.
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World Experts in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence
Gather at HKUST to Share Insights into Future
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Joint Research Projects

• WHAT Lab: Tencent entered into a 5-year research 
partnership with BDI since late 2015, amounts to 
RMB10 million in total; 11 faculty; 20 students

• BDBI-Machine Learning Lab: Donation by Mr. 
Raymond Chu for a duration of 5 years, totals 
US$1 million; 3 faculty, 1 RaP, 16 students

• Smart City: ITF(Innovation and Technology Fund) 
project partnered with Digital China, HK$20 
million for 2 years; 12 faculty; 14 students

• Smart Transportation: ITF project partnered with 
Thales, HK$10 million for 2 years; 10 faculty; 56 
students



WHAT Lab:  A. Establishment

WHAT LAB, which is short for WeChat-HKUST Joint 
Lab on Artificial Intelligence Technology, is dedicated 
to foster artificial intelligence and big data research to 
improve people’s living and advance the frontiers of 
knowledge, marking a milestone in the collaboration 
of WeChat and the higher education sector.

WeChat and HKUST will jointly conduct Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) Technology related research and 
explore the far-reaching frontiers of AI. This 
collaboration on AI research is expected to be long-
term and world-leading. Research areas of WHAT 
LAB include intelligent robotic systems, natural 
language processing, data mining, speech recognition 
and understanding. 6

2015-11-26WHAT Lab was established in HKUST



WHAT Lab: B. Research Area

1. Natural language processing

2. Data Mining & Visualization

3. Video Analysis

4. Large –Scale Machine Learning

5. Robotic Application
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Scale：
1. 11 projects
2. 11 professors from CSE, ECE, MATH, ISOM
3. 20 students



WHAT Lab: C. Achievement I- Machine Reading 

• Machine Reading aims to develop Machine Learning 
algorithms that could read and comprehend natural language 
documents as humans do. With Machine Reading, natural 
language information is converted to the form that could be 
processed by computers, and could be further utilized in 
applications such as summarization, question answering and 
dialogue system.
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WHAT Lab: C. Achievement II- dialog system

• A dialog system is a computer system intended to 
converse with a human. Through the dialogue 
system, computer information can be translated 
into natural language description, and human 
language can also be translated into computer 
information, so as to achieve human-computer 
interaction.

• Reinforcement and transfer learning, can be used 
to solve the problem of dialogue system.
Reinforcement learning can solve the problem of 
delayed feedback in multiple rounds of dialogue,
while transfer learning can help target areas by 
using data from similar fields, which can solve the 
problems of traditional intensive learning data. 9



WHAT Lab: C. Achievement IV-Model-based Global 
Localization for Aerial Robots using Edge Alignments

• The video contains three 
parts

• The first part presents the 
localization accuracy and 
global consistency by 
comparing with the ground 
truth provided in the indoor 
environment.

• The second part shows the 
real-time localization results 
in outdoor case.

• The third part of the video 
shows the closed-loop 
control by a trajectory 
tracking experiment using 
the proposed method for 
state feedback."
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BDBI-Machine Learning Lab: A. Establishment

The Big Data for Bio Intelligence Laboratory (BDBI) aims to become a 
leading laboratory in the research of big data for biological intelligence and 
to bridge the knowledge gap between academics and practitioners.
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BDBI-Machine Learning Lab: B. Research Areas 

• Research areas of the Laboratory include new big data solutions such as 
“deep learning solution”, which generates rich features to describe a 
machine learning problem in order to let computers make decisions, and 
“transductive transfer learning” – allowing computer models to be easily 
adapted for use in many different application domains. It will also 
focus on genetic farming with objectives
of making the process more automatic 
and user-friendly and scaling it to cater 
to very large data sources.
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Smart City: A. Needs & Goals

• In this project, we proposed a people-aware smart city framework that integrates data extracted 
continuously from the people, discovers their needs from integrated multi-source data, and finally 
determines the best resource allocation plans to satisfy these needs.

• People’s needs from the areas of education, health, travel, safety, finance and entertainment, which all 
have measurable objectives, will be studied in this project.

• In order to achieve the goals in the framework, several state of art techniques will be developed 
including data integration solutions to handle different data sources with different formats, transfer 
learning-based mechanisms to reveal knowledge, and machine-human collaborative approaches to 
make wise decision.
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Smart City: B. Project Overview

14• Urban Geographic Information Integration



Smart City: C. Application Area
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Smart City: D. Open Data

Achievements: � Open  Data  APIs  (aggregated  with  Digital  China  platform)
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Smart Transportation: A. Features

Hong Kong University of Sciences and Technology (HKUST) and 
Thales are carrying out research and development to build a Big Data 
platform to address two critical problems in the public transport.

The project is unique to the extent that academia, industry and 
government work closely together to build an interdisciplinary and 
cross-domain solution for problems pertinent to Hong Kong and 
other large cities. The Big Data platform helps public transport 
agencies to build smart transport solutions in moving people 
efficiently and safely and, hence, enhancing citizen’s quality of living 
in a smart city. 17



Smart Transportation: B. Purpose and
Scope of research

• The purpose of this platform：

(1) The platform aims at effectively monitoring and 
directing the crowd in railway stations so that early 
warnings can be given on potential dangers.

(2)  Ensuring smooth operation of railway transport 
system by predicting potential major equipment 
failure.

• The platform will cover a number of frontiers of big 
data research, including data integration, data analysis, 
human factors, optimization / visualization, transfer
of learning, simulation and operational research. 18



Other participation in cooperation

• Personalized Real-time Air quality Informatics System for Exposure(PRAISE-HK)：a 5-year project 
funded by the HSBC 150th Anniversary Charity Program (more than HK$30M) 
BDI faculty involved as Co-I: QU Huamin and CHEN Lei

• Learning and Assessment for Digital Citizenship： receives HK$20M from TRS，2016-2017
BDI faculty involved as Co-I:  TC Pong, Huamin Qu, and Xiaojuan Ma

• Big Data for Smart and Personalized Air Pollution Monitoring and Health Management: receives 
HK$50M, 2017-2018
BDI faculty involved as Co-I: Huamin QU

• Evidence Based Education based on Data Analytics-Moving Towards a 360 View of the Students.
BDI project involved: Lei Chen and Qiang Yang

• Data mining and deep learning of the human face for enhanced social power and advertising 
effectiveness: This project is funded HK$900K under University-Industry Collaboration Programme
(UICP).
BDI faculty involved: Huamin Qu (PI)



Research Achievements

• Prof Ke Yi received ACM SIGMOD Best Paper 
Award 2016 for Wander Join: Online Aggregation 
via Random Walks, and ACM SIGMOD Best 
Demonstration Award 2015 for STORM: Spatio-
Temporal Online Reasoning and Management of 
Large Spatio-Temporal Data.

• BDI Acting Director Professor Lei Chen is the 
Editor in Chief of the VLDB journal and Associate 
Editor in Chief of the IEEE TKDE journal.

• BDI and WHAT Lab member Professor Kai Chen 
and Tencent launched a new big-data and AI 
platform known as Angel and Amber to tackle the 
fast-growing big data analytic demands at WeChat 
and Tencent Cloud.

• BDI and WHAT Lab member Professor Huamin
Qu’s WeSeer system is being used to analyze the 
information-diffusion patterns of millions of news 
articles each day.

• Best Presentation Award — Prof Dekai
WU and Karteek ADDANKI. Neural Versus 
Symbolic Rap Battle Bots. 41st International 
Computer Music Conference (ICMC 2015)., 
Texas: Sep 2015

• Prof Jiguang Wang and others’ paper 
Spatiotemporal genomic architecture informs 
precision oncology in glioblastoma is 
published in Nature Genetics in March 2017

• Prof Yangqiu Song others’ paper HinDroid: 
An Intelligent Android Marware Detection 
System Based on Structured Heterogeneous 
Information Network won the Best paper 
and best student paper in applied data 
science track, in ACM SIGKDD 2017.



Research Achievements

• Smart Ridesharing:
With   the  cooperation   of  DiDi Chuxing (the  biggest  online   car-hailing   company   in  Mainland   China),  we  
can  utilize   the  huge   amount   of  data  generated   by  millions   of  drivers  and  customers   to  help   the  
company   improve   the  efficiency  of  their   services  and   the  user  experience   of  both  drivers  and  
customers. We  help  DiDi to  design  smart  vehicle  dispatching   strategies   and  dynamic  pricing  
strategies  such  that  the  efficiency  of  the   ridesharing   service  can  be  improved, and   the  overall  profit  of  
the  platform   can  increase.

What  price  
should  offer?



Research Achievements

• WHAT Lab: WeChat Crowdsourcing Platform
The WeChat Crowdsourcing Platform is designed and developed by 
WHAT Lab and WeChat team together. Researchers can publish 
crowdsourcing tasks on the platform and WeChat users can participate in 
and get monetary rewards. Different mechanisms for task assignment and 
answer aggregation are equipped and plenty of real tasks from HKUST 
and Tencent have been published and finished on the platform. It is both 
a useful tool for data labeling and an industry level crowdsourcing 
research environment. 

Scan  with  WeChat



Research Achievements
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Mixture Multi-Variant Quality Measurement Model;

Pattern Discovery Algorithms;

Effective Outlier Detection Mechanisms



Research Achievements

• WHAT Lab: WeSeer System: (go online)
The WeSeer system developed by WHAT Lab was deployed and applied to WeChat, Tencent for daily 
propagation analysis. The system enable to analysis how official public account article information propagate 
in WeChat platform from different perspectives, involving a 3D global overview, time-varying propagation 
view, community detection view, etc.



Industry & Academic partners

q ITF Project Sponsors:
vThales
vDigital China

qTencent WeChat
vEstablished a joint lab (WHAT Lab) with HKUST in December 2015
vWHAT Lab Opening Workshop in 26 November 2015
vWHAT Lab one year anniversary in 16 November 2016

qShanghai Jiaotong University
vJoint workshop on big data in September 2016

qNVIDIA Deep Learning Institute
vJoint workshop on practical deep learning in July 2017

qMicrosoft Research Lab Asia
vHKUST-MSRA Cup on “Big Ideas of Artificial Intelligence” in December 2016



BDI Seminars
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In collaboration with different departments and divisions, HKUST BDI has been organizing a 
monthly lecture series from January 2017 onwards, inviting cross disciplinary speakers to enhance 
students, teaching staff and public’s understanding on related big data topics and foster exchange 
and collaboration between academia and industry beyond borders and research fields.



BDI Workshop
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HKUST BDI is excited to partner with NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute, which  has established 
itself as the leading provider of processing power for AI software, in launching its first-ever practical 
deep learning workshop on 27 July 2017.



BDI Management

• BDI Advisory Committee (Internal):
– Chairman: Dean of School of Engineering: Professor Tim Cheng
– Dean of School of Science: Professor Yang Wang
– Dean of School of Business & Management: Professor Kar Yan Tam
– Associate Vice President of Knowledge Transfer: Professor Enboa Wu
– Head of Department of Industrial Engineering & Logistics Management: Professor Guillermo Gallego
– Head of Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering: Professor Bert Shi
– Head of Division of Biomedical Engineering: Professor I-Ming Hsing
– Head of Division of Social Science: Professor Kellee Tsai
– Acting Director of HKUST Big Data Institute: Professor Lei Chen
– Associate Director of HKUST Big Data Institute: Professor Yang Wang

• BDI Advisory Committee (External):
– Mr. Francis Kwok, Founder & Chief Product Designer of Radica Systems Ltd
– Mr. Herbert Chia, Venture Partner of Sequoia Capital China
– Professor Michael Franklin, Liew Family Chair of Computer Science, Senior Advisor to the Provost for 

Computation and Data, Interim Director of Computation Institute, University of Chicago
– Professor Leonaidas J. Guibas, Professor of Computer Science, Stanford University 
– Professor Tamer Ozsu, Professor of Cheriton School of Computer Science, University of Waterloo 26



BDI Management

The Executive Committee

• Members:
– Professor Lei Chen, Acting Director of HKUST Big Data Institute, 

and Department of Computer Science and Engineering
– Professor Yang Wang, Associate Director of HKUST Big Data 

Institute, and Dean of Science
– Professor Cameron Campbell, Professor of Division of Social Science
– Professor Inchi Hu, Chair Professor of Department of Information 

Systems, Business Statistics and Operations Management
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Publicity & outreach

• Website development and maintenance (ongoing)
• Demos for constant visitors
• Big Data & AI Day (26 May 2017) – open conference with nation-wide participation 

among academia and industry
• Monthly open seminars series – partners with different departments on cross-

disciplinary topics
• Organize student competitions (e.g. MSRA Cup, Smart City East Kowloon 

Competition, etc.)
• Researchers in projects take part in external competition to promote research strengths 

(e.g. entry for Hong Kong ICT Awards 2017 - Best Smart Hong Kong Award, 2017 
Shenzhen City Open Data Innovation, etc.)
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Future Plans

• AI-FINTECH Program with Business School and 
Hong Kong Financial Industry

• Student Internship Program with Industry
• Machine Learning Lab: Joint with BDBI Lab
• Joint University Program with Other Top Universities 

in the World
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APPENDIX:  
More  Media  Coverage  
About  BDI  
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Publicity & media coverage

Ta Kung Pao, 28 July 2016

29 June 2016
People.cn

Wen Wei Po, 6 May 
2016



Publicity & Media coverage

Digital   China,  11  Sep  2015

QQ.com,  19  Dec  2015
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BDI Website: http://bdi.ust.hk

THANK YOU FOR WATCHING


